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QueueCare in America?

Dr. Victor Montori, M.D. tells what it feels like when a health care system quits caring. He watched compassion disappear as the Peruvian economy collapsed. Patients waited for hours in a line to get a ticket that would let them wait for hours in another line to see a physician.

Then they got their five-minute exam and a prescription they often couldn’t afford. Outside the pharmacy someone might offer them a counterfeit drug, so patients came back days later still sick and forced to queue up again in line for hours.

This system is not kind or caring. I call it QueueCare. With today’s doctors leaving the practice of medicine in droves, what kind of lines will American patients face?

“A Proposal for a Patient Revolution,” Dr. Victor Montori, Tedx Talks, YouTube, November 22, 2016:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kYW6bC3unLM
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